
constitution ben franklin

june

god is listening gentlemen so be careful with his name
A bit more reverence please when you speak of his weather
I1 know its hot dont you think im still alive enough to feel it
we are here
if you recall
to try to build a nation
whats that rhode island no 76 was not enough
though if you care to abstain no one will probably notice
what we accomplished twelve years ago was a war
yes virginia I1 know it was necessary
but a divorce does not a new marriage make
we are americans but most of this country cant see that yet
so we are here
and though we may argue and bicker
there had better be something feasible come out of this
history
as well as many a frightened rebellious would be democracy
is taking note of what we do here
so bicker all you like gentlemen
but get something done

july

now carolina you speak of the common man
so disparagingly I1 wouldnt
were I1 you
have you ever actually met one I1 didnt think so
just remember and this goes as well for you
new york that the common mans blood
soaked the virgin soil of this land
they not you with your money and false aristocracy
died for the freedom we all enjoy
besides
they outnumber you greatly
it really is their nation
and im pretty sure they did not ask you to run it



august

I1 can see that we are at an impasse
to have a strong government or many small ones
that is as I1 percievepercieve it the question
I1 have no perfect answer dont look so shocked
georgia but I1 know enough to see that any
nation which cannot even tax its citizens for the common good
will soon be destroyed
remember how small and weak we are
and how very close england and france are god bless their war
we must be strong
we must also be just
the man who solves that dilemma should be sainted

september

gentlemen it is late
and I1 am more tired of your shouting than I1 am of life
and ive put up with life far longer
how I1 wish tom jefferson were here
still what we have come up with must do
I1 admit I1 do not like all of it yes new york
I1 know you dont like any of it
but im not sure that I1 shall not like it better at a later point
I1 believe this document indeed this nation as a whole
god inspired and somehow god guided
he does work in mysterious ways does he not
and I1 have learned that questioning the divine will of the lord
is ridiculous as well as dangerous
1I gentlemen shall sign
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